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The Queen Who Lost Her Castle is a mythical story about Queen Jacqueline of Heart Land and her quest to have the people of Heart Land love and accept her as much as they
do their king. Queen Jacqueline plans an enormous party for the entire kingdom and totally fails. She is thrown out of the castle by the King and can only return to the castle and
her king when she returns with the Five Laws of Light. She endures a difficult journey to Wise Dome to seek the Sorceress of the Shadow Self. The Sorceress holds the keys to
the inner caves where the Five Laws of Light are protected. Jacqueline experiences a total change in her outer appearance, her belief systems in her quest for understanding her
true role in life. The end of the story finds her standing at the gates of the castle with the Five Laws of Light. No one recognizes her for her beauty, her heart, her clothes, her
jewels or her makeup; but rather for her heart. The story is a wonderful teaching tool for children in learning that being accepted must begin in loving yourself for WHO you are,
not what you have. A surprise ending that will delight you!
"The Three-Headed Dragon and the Golden Keys is an adventure story about four young students who fi nd adventure in todays world and in medieval times. Gordon, Alita,
Carlos, and Louis have formed a little club they call the Daredevil Detective Agency. These fourth and fi fth graders will try to solve the problems of a mine shaft collapse, an
unruly wizard, and an enemy Golden Knight. But their biggest dilemma is a fi re-breathing, three-headed dragon that would like to possess the golden keys to the kingdom. You
will also meet an unusual collection of people who help these young detectives survive their quest while they are in the medieval world."
Peter Ss blends a true story from his childhood with the fictional adventure of Robinson Crusoe to create a magical picture book filled with heart and imagination that readers will
want to return to again and again.
The Secret Master Key To Losing Weight is the eye-opening book that the weight loss industry doesn't want you to read! It reveals * The Secret Master Key to losing weight, and keeping it off
- forever! * Why other weight loss plans & diets nearly always fail! * Why the weight loss industry wants to keep you overweight & how they do it! * How to recognize the hidden influences
pushing you to gain weight even when you don't want to, and how to break their hold! * The surprising reason why simply losing weight is NOT the answer to overcoming your weight loss
problems, and what actually is! * The two specific ways to make achieving & maintaining your ideal weight vastly easier, with minimum effort! * More than 35 common reasons people gain and
re-gain weight, and how to defeat them! * And much more! This is a guide to effective whole-self weight loss and weight maintenance. Great for meat lovers, vegetarians and vegans alike!
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The adventurous wanderings of a boy and girl to find the keyhole which fits the rainbow's golden key.
?????:???????????????????,??????,?????????????,?????,????,???,????,??,??????????????,????????????.
Presents an illustrated tale of thirty birds and their perilous journey through the seven valleys of Quest, Love, Understanding, Detachment, Unity, Amazement, and Death in a quest to find their
true king, the Simorgh.
Led by a cat on a magical journey through the deserted streets of Prague, a man comes upon some of the city's landmarks and finds the keys to his childhood home in three traditional Czech
tales.
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Life Can Be Positively Different is a friendly and practical guide to happiness that approaches you in an gentle and, yes, positive way. It invites you to look at your current
situation and evaluate your relationships. Life Can Be Positively Different looks at how you can lead a more fulfilling life by adopting a more positive approach to your
relationships and to your life. It focuses mostly on how you can change your perception and your attitudes to feel happier and more serene. From her professional experience as
a counsellor, the author of this book has found that in life-Acceptance, appreciation, and support are the keys that open up the door to happier relationships. Once you know how
to apply them, your life becomes positively different. Life Can Be Positively Different is written in a clear, concise, and conversational style which makes it easy to read and apply.
It communicates genuine care and support from someone who has experienced the ups and downs of relationships in her professional and personal lives. The book
acknowledges that although you cannot always change the circumstances in your life, you do have a choice on how you react to them. A positive mental outlook, openmindedness, flexibility, and gratitude are some of the attitudes that can help you increase the positives in your life and decrease the negatives. The three principle ideas of
accepting, appreciating, and supporting other people are deceptively simple ones. We all know we should do these things, but actually achieving them in real life situations is not
so easy. The author guides you gently towards achieving these qualities by reviewing the choices and relationships in your life, and finding new ways to respond to the world
around you. You will be surprised at how your life can improve when you begin to look at it in a new way.
This guidebook is your short cut to a buffet of scrumptious and colorful experiences waiting for you. It is full of true stories and timely tips you can easily put to use especially
during your "formative" years in America. They are presented in a simple, clear, and easy to understand manner to save you time, energy, and money. Moving from your home
country, a familiar place, to another country, which may have culture and traditions uncomfortable to you, can be intimidating and scary. You will find yourself in a maze of
changes, challenges, and opportunities. To fit in your chosen environment, get along with others, and get ahead in this very competitive society, you must be able to
communicate clearly and build healthy relationships. Keep in mind, relationships live and die by the way we communicate. Building healthy relationships is important to your
survival in your new world. Use the three golden keys of the relationship formula wisely. Your happiness and success depend on it.Get your copy now. Buy a book for everyone
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you know. Surround yourself with outrageously cheerful and high-spirited people with a bright outlook in life. Great attitude is contagious. Spread it around.
A father's diary, an artist's memoir. By the author of the best-selling Three Golden Keys. While my father was in China and Tibet, he kept a diary, which was later locked in a red
box. We weren't allowed to touch the box. The stories I heard as a little boy faded to a hazy dream, and my drawings from that time make no sense. I cannot decipher them. It
was not until I myself had gone far, far away and received the message from my father that I became interested in the red box again . . . In New York, Peter Sis receives a letter
from his father. "The Red Box is now yours," it says. The brief note worries him and pulls him back to Prague, where the contents of the red box explain the mystery of his father's
long absence during the 1950s. Czechoslovakia was behind the iron curtain; Vladimir Sis, a documentary filmmaker of considerable talent, was drafted into the army and sent to
China to teach filmmaking. He left his wife, daughter, and young son, Peter, thinking he would be home for Christmas. Two Christmases would pass before he was heard from
again: Vladimir Sis was lost in Tibet. He met with the Dalai Lama; he witnessed China's invasion of Tibet. When he returned to Prague, he dared not talk to his friends about all
he had seen and experienced. But over and over again he told Peter about his Tibetan adventures. Weaving their two stories together - that of the father lost in Tibet and that of
the small boy in Prague, lost without his father - Sis draws from his father's diary and from his own recollections of his father's incredible tales to reach a spiritual homecoming
between father and son. With his sublime pictures, inspired by Tibetan Buddhist art and linking history to memory, Peter Sis gives us an extraordinary book - a work of singular
artistry and rare imagination. This title has Common Core connections. Tibet Through the Red Box is a 1999 Caldecott Honor Book and the winner of the 1999 Boston Globe Horn Book Award for Special Citation.
Traditional Chinese Edition of [NICKY&VERA: A Quiet Hero of the Holocaust and the Children He Rescued]. International Andersen Award, New York Times Best Children's
Book winner Peter Sis works He never told anyone about the children. In the disorderly spring and summer of 1939, the Nazi haze gradually enveloped Europe, and the British
youth were warm. Don arranged a train to flee the Czech Republic for refugee children. He saved 669 lives, but never told anyone.

A whale sails new seas and, after several unsuccessful attempts, makes a friend.
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In this delightful new picture book by Peter Sis, Madlenka takes a trip around the block ... and around the world!
One Saturday morning, the Mouse brothers set off in search of adventure. They were very happy: the big one, the middle-sized one, and the little one. Next to the path, they saw something
glittering, like a little piece of the sun. It was a little golden key. But what did it open? Sometimes we look far and wide and miss the most important thing; what’s so near, and within each and
every one of us. Lexile Level 680L Guided Reading Level J
The three golden keys
This volume represents the wisdom of the ascended masters condensed into concise keys that serve as a spiritual guide. There are 420 golden keys that present the multitude of methods, techniques,
affirmations, prayers, and insights Dr. Stone has gleaned from his own background in psychology and life conditions and his thorough research of all the ancient and contemporary classics that speak of the
path to God realization. The teachings of Sai Baba and other ascended masters are at the core of these keys, and the author has also drawn up on various spiritual scriptures such as the Bhagavad-Gita and
the Bible. Especially valuable are practical methods to support the ascension process, such as journal writing and spiritual logs, as well as meditations and prayers.
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